Oracle Digital Assistant for ERP

Conversational AI for Your Business

64% of organizations believe digital assistant technology is increasing the use of finance applications among employees*

Users of digital assistants within financial systems report an average improvement of 36% in productivity and 38% faster analysis capabilities*

A Digital Assistant Can Facilitate

**Financial Close Tasks**
Streamlined workflows with dashboards tracking details of period close, guidance initiating and processing journal approvals, watch list alerts

**Expense and Procurement**
Delighted employees simplifying and speeding up expense submissions and procurement fulfillment 24x7x365, from anywhere

**ERP Onboarding**
Enhanced employee knowledge reducing learning time and training costs, and increasing ERP application adoption

**Exceptions and Reviews**
Faster analysis to action reviewing financials for anomalies and consolidated results and entering final adjustments

**Project Management**
Comprehensive dashboard smartly assigning resources and capturing critical project information and instant status updates

**Connected ERP**
Seamless integration and collaboration of business processes across finance, HR, sales, distribution, manufacturing, and other business departments, making ERP more customer-oriented

Learn more at oracle.com/da